
PROFORMA 

 

1. Name of the College with address: Cotton University, Panbazar, Guwahati – 781 001 

 

2. Day and Date of the event:  Monday, 9 October 2023 

 

 3. Detail of the Resource Person: Name: Dr Samudra Gupta Kashyap.  

              Designation: Chancellor, Nagaland University  

              Contact Number: 94350 48049 

4. Theme & Topic: “Amrit Kaal Vimarsh: Viksit Bharat@2047” 
 
“Mother Tongue, Knowledge Formulations and making of Naya Bharat”.  
 

5. Key points of the Lecture (describe in maximum 500 words) 
 
 
Dr. Kashyap in his talk affirmed significance of mother tongue, how one at ease can 
communicate to express own ideas. He cited advantages with examples how mother tongue 
helps to release emotional expression with effective communication in addition to the identity 
a community derived from mother tongue.  
 
The three language formula adopted in India based on the recommendation of Kothari 
Commission, 1956, continued to inherit the dilemma in the case of hill states of Northeastern 
India having hundreds on languages and communicate with their lingua franca within specific 
physical and cultural boundaries.  Dr. Kashyap cited, Shri Bhima Kanta Barua’s work on - 
Evolution use and feature of Nagamis Language, the lingua franca among the communities of 
Nagaland too has a rich system of expression.  
 
Dr. Kashyap discussed how the NEP, 2020 now has highlighted the rich heritage of eternal 
Indian languages and promotes the multilingual approach in teaching and learning; and 
affirmed quality education can be ensured only through own mother tongues at primary level 
of teaching and learning developing the curriculum from locality specific cultural, economic 
and ecological settings. Once a firm based of learning is established, promotion of multi -
linguicism not only ensure has big cognitive benefits to students, but multi-linguicism also 
promotes unity; however, put a caveat that no language should be imposed on people and 
communities.   
 
Dr. Kashyap said, as languages are to be best to express our best thought, what will happen if 
our language is poor to express our thought and reflected how we have been impoverishing 
our mother tongue in favour of English and need to get rid of the mental slavery, that – we 
can’t do without English, English somehow become a language to expression of power in 
India; which is otherwise a language to link us globally.  
 



Mother tongues are being the most appropriate for concept formulation, comprehend ideas, 
develop cognitive thinking and formulate understanding. One cannot do away with mother 
tongue to develop our human capital. Imparting science education in local language to 
encourage creativity and hence the medium of instruction need to match with mother tongue. 
Language cannot be the barrier in learning process, to learn and comprehension of ideas.  
 
Dr. Kashyap during his lecture raised a weighty question? Why we have failed to tell the 
world our rich histories, certain very specific and pertinent ideas that could have been placed 
and give identity to lesser known communities? Dr. Kashyap cited many stories of unsung 
heroes of India’s struggle for freedom in the context of states of Northeastern region, that it is 
because of not having recorded history, that could have been written by people in their own 
languages. Many incidences of histories, small but interesting and significant, are not told, 
but not recorded, so not revealed, and discovered. 
 
It is the time to review our potential, the rich histories, evaluate what went wrong, rebuild 
solidarity, find the unifying threads of the communities.  
 
 
 
6. Details of 
Attendance: 
 
 
 
 
 
7. Feedback and Testimonials by students & participants:  
 
The teachers and students gained immensely from the lecture as reported.  
 
 
8. Copies of Advertisement and Media Coverage carried in the Local, Regional and  

National Newspaper. (Kindly share the photos & videos or a link of the full lecture in the 
Google Drive) 
 

Links of You Tube and Facebook 
 
https://youtube.com/live/zh5yjBW2zFI?feature=share 
 
 
https://www.facebook.com/cottonuniversityguwahati 
 

 

Students Faculty Staff Others Total 
250 75 25 - 350 



 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
9. Details of Expenditure 
 

1. Recording, Facebook, and you tube live -  Rs. 12,000/  
2. Banner, Flex and Standees    Rs. 6965/  
3. Tea and Refreshments    Rs. 9450/  
4. Miscellaneous     Rs. 1000/ 

______________________________________________ 
 
Total expenses -       Rs. 29,415/  
 
10. Any other details/ Observation’s: 
 
 


